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In the future, the earth is full of robots who are all destroyed by the Space Ruin. One
day, Casshern hears a rumor that eating a rubber tree would grant him immortality.
Casshern does not want this future and he decides to defeat the enemy. Without his

memories, he opens his mouth to eat the mysterious rubber tree. Then, the current he
needs to retain his human feeling started to be sent to him again. As he manages to

retain the feeling of the human sense and the sense of wanting to be alive, he becomes
the new entity that has the power of indestructible. Thus, Casshern reclaims his

humanity and defeats the enemy. The web player itself is also one of the prettier ones
I've tested. It's expansive with few distractions and lets you turn off the lights for easier

viewing. You can skip forward or back ten seconds. Settings include adjusting the
resolution up to 1080p, turning on subtitles, and switching between language options,

such as the simulcast version or uncut version. There aren't many options for
customizing subtitles, perhaps another consequence of the focus on dubs. Playback

was smooth over my home Wi-Fi network (at 60Mbps download speeds). Like the show
page, each episode page also lets you leave ratings and comments, follow the show

and add it to your queue, watch related material, and share links on social media. In a
distant future, Earth has become a wasteland and humanity as we know it has died out.
All that remains are sentient robots. They were supposed to be able to live foreveruntil

the one called Luna died and The Ruin started. Their bodies will rust, and there is
nothing that can be done to fix it. Now the robots are left only to contemplate their

deaths, kept going only by the rumor that if they eat the one called Casshern they will
gain immortality. Casshern knows nothing about his past, why he exists or what he is,

but he must find out or he will face the constant torment of being hunted by robots who
don't want to die. Casshern leaves death wherever he goes, but he must face it if he is

to find out the truth of this world. 5ec8ef588b
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